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EARLY DANCE RESEARCH AND PERFORMANCE
 PAST PRESENT AND FUTURE

Barbara Sparti

As guest speaker, I tried to choose a topic which would reflect my present concerns
and, at the same time, address all those present.  Inevitably, however, my own research
in fifteenth to seventeenth-century Italian dance will dominate my remarks and outlook.
Given the Conference’s sub-title, “Continuity and Change”, it seemed a fitting occasion
to stand back and take stock of where we’ve come from, where we are, and where we
might or ought to go.  Rather than approach the subject chronologically, I intend to look
at various aspects and raise questions.

1. Authenticity in early music has been a major question during the past ten years.
What about authenticity in early dance?

2. We have come a long way in the last twenty years as regards reconstruction of
choreographies found in original sources.  But how representative of the dance of
each period are the choreographies which were written down?

3. What about “The Marriage of Music and Dance”, theme of the conference
organized by Madeleine Inglehearn in 1991?1   Are music and dance always
related?  Which comes first?  When and how do music and dance, or the text,
reflect each other (rhythmically, emotionally)?  Does it always matter?

4. How does Dance History compare (in terms of scholarly research) with its sister
disciplines: Musicology, Art History, Social and Cultural History, Dance
Ethnology?  Should we be interacting more?

5. How much are scholars (and performers) of Early Dance relying on inherited
“truths”, viewpoints, interpretations, and clichés?  Does the considerable
historiographical tradition of our young field need re-examining?

6. What are the advantages and disadvantages for the performer-scholar?  How is
the scholar helped or hindered by the actual “doing of” the choreographies?

7. Who should perform?  And what?  Do we need standards? and new ideas?

Each of these questions, which spill over into one other, could be the theme of an
entire conference session or roundtable.  I hope they will provoke thought and discus-
sion.

AUTHENTICITY AND EARLY DANCE
On first reading Authenticity and Early Music, edited and introduced by Nicholas

Kenyon,2  I mentally substituted, throughout the various essays, the word “dance” for
that of “music”.  (I was quite amused by some of the rigid positions taken by the purists,
on the one hand, and the traditionalists on the other.  Never would I fall into such traps,
I told myself, until I came upon a few examples of questionable “authenticity” that I had
and did, in fact, engage in.)  Some of the questions and comments that struck me, raised
also in Selma Jeanne Cohen’s Next Week Swan Lake,3  are:
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1. How do we interpret the content of a treatise or assess its importance at the time
it was written?  Was it typical of its period? or a reaction to some abuse of the
time?4   Why was it written?

2. Are we under any moral obligation to try and fulfill the choreographer’s
intentions?  How can these be discerned?5

3. What is the relation between performers’ and scholars’ work?
4. For a more authentic performance, have we learned to avoid automatic

expressive reflexes with which we have been brought up (like, for musicians, the
final ritardando)?

5. Is historic dress as important in re-creating the dances of the past as
understanding the music, the social and cultural context, and knowing what the
contemporary performance situations would have been?

6. What part in “an authentic performance” does conviction and vitality play,6  or a
skilful programme – professionally performed and organized?7

7. Is our goal a museum presentation or a theatrical performance?  Are we trying to
recapture only precise steps, or the original spirit and audience reaction?8   Can
we strive for both?

Discussing how to produce an “authentic” Orfeo, the late Nino Pirrotta (author, with
Elena Povoledo, of Music and Theatre from Poliziano to Monteverdi9 ; a great musicolo-
gist and man of letters), pointed out – during a convivial conference luncheon in Italy
about fifteen years ago – that the first performance of Monteverdi’s opera moved the
audience to tears.  Therefore, as important – or even more so – as using reproductions of
old instruments and early baroque vocal and instrumental techniques, is musicality, and
a style that speaks to and moves today’s audience, culturally and socially different from
that of the seventeenth century, and with different artistic values.10   According to musi-
cologist Frederick Hammond, “Every production of early opera is a compromise... How-
ever, it is now taken for granted that the integrity of the score will be respected..., that the
vocal ranges and characters of the singers will be appropriate, and that the orchestral
forces will at least take into account period instrument sounds and performing practice.
Stage-direction and dances still lag behind in historical awareness [my emphasis] (which
is not to be confused with historical accuracy).”11

The Orfeo staged in 1984 in Florence’s Palazzo Vecchio (directed by Roger
Norrington, with Kay Lawrence’s choreography) dismayed early dancers.  I, however,
was excited by the “authenticity” of the shepherds’ joy and conviction as they sang and
danced.  No one had told them that the 1610 Italian style was different from their vague
choreography loosely based on Arbeau.12   Moreover, according to contemporary trea-
tises which discuss dance in musical theatre – Il Corago13  and Gianbattista Doni’s Trattato
della musica scenica14 – dancing while singing was the rule and was characterized by
“chorality” – paths and formations, as opposed to virtuosity.15   Dancing while singing is
confirmed in the final ballo of Emilio de’ Cavalieri’s Rappresentatione di Anima et di
Corpo (1600), as well as in a letter written in 1608 by Giulio Caccini, composer of
operas like Euridice and songs in “the new style”, in which he affirms that “the type of
sung, played and danced ballo has always been prized above all other balli”.16
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The question of how to present Monteverdi’s Orfeo so that it is meaningful today is
also relevant to productions of Shakespeare, for example, or the Restoration plays, whether
with dance or without.  The ball and moresca in Zeffirelli’s Romeo and Juliet “work”
(balletic style apart), and do so far better than if fifteenth-century balli had been used, or
dances from Shakespeare’s time, inasmuch as here the choreography matches both Shake-
speare’s fictitious medieval Italy and Zeffirelli’s pseudo-authentic production.17   The
final country dance in a mid-80s London staging of The Way of the Worlde, each actor
dancing according to his/her role and physique, everyone chatting and relating to each
other, was far more alive (dare I say, authentic?) than a contemporary Salzburg
fringe-Festival production of Pepy’s diary in which allaction stopped as “the dancers”
entered, took their places, precisely performed their country dance, and retired to the
wings.

Authentic reconstructions of dances of this century present similar problems.  Re-
cent endeavours to make “faithful reproductions” of Isadora Duncan choreographies
and of modern dance from the 1930s have been both disastrous and inspiring.  “This is
exactly how it was done”, is not enough, and risks being musty, passé, or an embarassing
caricature.18   At the European Dance Historian’s conference in Stockholm in 1991, a
young American dancer living and working in Sweden, performed, with a group of her
students, some of Isadora’s dances, which were both enchanting and powerful.  A per-
formance in 1993 for the Society of Dance History Scholar’s conference on “dance and
politics” included dances from the 1930s and 40s which were alive and convincing to
the 1990s audience.19   Each reconstruction – or “recreation” – had been coached by the
choreographer or one of the original dancers, so as to imbue the new performers (with
their different, athletic, body-types and what we assume was their mental distance from
the ballet’s theme) with conviction and the essence of the piece.  This conviction on the
part of the dancers was also why the Stockholm “Isadora” reconstructions succeeded.

The question, “how can this be presented so as to interest and delight a specific
audience”, already existed in the seventeenth century.  When Venetian, and other Italian
operas were exported to – or composed in – France, French dances (more suited to local
taste) were introduced or substituted.20   Even within Italy, when an opera re-appeared in
another city, it was never performed as an exact copy of the original.  Particular prefer-
ences were taken into consideration, and “novelties” were promised.21   Frederick
Hammond notes that, “Scholarly research can suggest what was essential and what
changed from production to production.”22   My point here is not that since there is no
normative text, we are free to “recreate” dances as we wish, but that the concept of
“authenticity” is a relative one.

The performance of early dance or music for an audience (like traditional village
dance done on a stage) is, in itself, unauthentic.23   Hence, performances today of dances
of the past require that we imbue them with a special life, and this needs the same care
that we give to their reconstruction.  We need to ask who was dancing, and on what
occasion? and question the assumption that all Renaissance dances had to do with court-
ship and were flirtatious.24

So-called “literal” readings and interpretations of sources are occasionally consid-
ered to be synonymous with “authenticity”.  But just as a “literal translation” of an early
text (which sounds “illiterate” in English) in no way conveys the style of the original, so
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a French baroque dance whose tempo has been slowed down in order that every orna-
ment be perfectly executed (as was done last summer at the Society of Dance History
Scholars’ conference in New York)25  can no longer be called authentic.

Some musicologists and dance historians believe that, due to the lack of precise step
descriptions, fifteenth-century dance can not (should not?) be reconstructed.26   This
implies that there is clarity in the centuries which follow and that later choreographies
can with impunity be authentically reconstructed.  But, as we know, there are any number
of different “readings” of Feuillet’s step notations, and of the timings of both steps and
dances.  Even Romantic ballets, as Selma Jeanne Cohen has pointed out, have not sur-
vived in their pristine state, partly because the nineteenth-century audience was “more
interested in novelty than in an  authentic’, historically oriented reproduction of the
sensation of a previous decade”, which resulted in different choreographers, leading
dancers, and composers, adding, deleting, and changing, though very little was ever
written down.27   (Despite this, Swan Lake, for most theatre-goers today, is simply “te
one and only” Swan Lake).  Recent research into this period by musicologist Marian
Smith shows how mime scenes have been eliminated from modern performances of
classics like Giselle, with the result that the specially composed “musique parlante” no
longer has any meaning.28

Returning to the supposed impossibility of authenticity in fifteenth-century dance
reconstruction, it is worth pointing out that, despite the lack of exact step descriptions,
the timing of each step is known, and enough clues are available to attempt lifting
Guglielmo Ebreo’s and Domenico’s dances off the page and out of the library-museum
and bringing them to life.  Besides, more is known about the style and ornamentation of
these dances than for many other periods.  The performance or reconstruction of dances
can hardly be thought “authentic” when only steps and choreographies are reproduced
and style is ignored.

Authenticity, then, is about more than copying the dress of the period, though it is
true that corsets, ruffs, lengths of skirt, weight of clothing, all give us important informa-
tion.  Nonetheless, jumping to conclusions, “If they wore that, they would have had to
dance like this” can be risky.  Jitterbugging and doing the lindy in spike heels, as in
1949-50, will appear impossible to dance historians 200 years from now!  Hence, when
you ladies are in your full Italian 1590s dress, put on your “piannelle” (chopines) and
start your gagliarda all over again!

In a recent article in Dance Research Journal,29  James Penrod has pointed out that
“some critics question the validity of reconstruction of specific historical dance works,
citing concerns such as the ability of today’s dancer to move with the same technical and
expressive qualities and contextual meaning as in the original.  Others raise the issue of
whether or not a reconstruction is reinterpretation of the original rather than an attempt
at authentically duplicating the original.”30   Though these points are “always worth
consideration”, Penrod believes that students need to have access to “tools of research,
documentation and reconstruction”.
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HOW REPRESENTATIVE OF THE DANCE OF A PERIOD ARE THE
EXTANT WRITTEN CHOREOGRAPHIES?

“Music doesn’t have to be heard to have meaning.  It can be written [as can a dance
treatise] as a presentation manuscript, which gives the work legitimacy to both the do-
nor and the patron.”  This statement was made at the International Musicology Society’s
conference in London last summer (1997) at a panel on Music, Politics and Patronage in
Spain and its dominions in the seventeenth century.  The questions that it provoked
included:  What was the function of music [dance]?  How was it perceived?  How was it
transmitted?

Because of their tangibility, specialists in early dance (myself included), tend to treat
the surviving choreographies of each period as if they are the dance of that period (or at
least a sector of the contemporary dance, like “court”, “social”, or “theatrical”).  How-
ever, as dance manuscripts continue to turn up, viewpoints necessarily widen.  Luzio
Compasso’s Ballo della Gagliarda, from 156031  has helped place the “Caroso-Negri-
Lupi-Lutij”32 gagliarda a good thirty years earlier; and the fifteenth-century “fiorito
dances” from Montefiascone have shown that, at least in that small city-state, “classics”
like “Rostiboli Gioioso” were being danced completely ornamented with jumps and
rapid turns.33   The similarity between the musical construction of Arbeau’s basse-dance
(“Iouyssance vous donneray”) and that of Tuscan choreographies, one from
mid-sixteenth-century34  and others from early in the century35  (these latter characterized
by a squareness in metre and stanzaic form), has suggested to Angene Feves that the
sixteenth-century French basse-dance may well have originated in Italy.36

Not only do newly discovered or recently (re)examined sources alter and expand our
views regarding what was or might have been danced in a given period, but there also
existed, in all eras, an infinite number of dancing-masters about whose lives and work
we know little or nothing.  Like many choreographers and dancers today, they didn’t
“publish”.  (This is presumably because they were too busy, and because choreographies
for spectacles are almost never notated for the dancers “to read”, or for posterity, and
hence exist – if at all – as shorthand aides-memoires for the choreographer only.  Be-
sides, writing about dance is difficult and not everybody’s cup of tea).  In fifteenth-century
Italy, Lorenzo Lavagnolo was preferred by at least three courts over Guglielmo Ebreo.37

(Why, one wonders.  Was Lorenzo’s repertoire and style different from Guglielmo’s?)
In 1602, Negri published his list of thirty-six dancing-masters, about whose work only
Caroso’s and part of Compasso’s is known.38   Carnival and end-of-year programmes at
Italian Jesuit Colleges, together with records of payments and other archival documents,
reveal the names of still more dancing-masters, as well as those of choreographers for
spectacles and operas in, for example, Bernini’s Rome.39

Another source for dances and dancing-masters which has been given scant atten-
tion is that of dancing-schools.  Frank D’Accone, in his new book, The Civic Muse:
Music and Musicians in Siena during the Middle Ages and the Renaissance,40  publishes
documents, like school advertisements and teachers’ contracts, which mention dances
which were in vogue around 1500 and earlier.  Besides the gagliarda, these include the
martorella and the calata, referred to elsewhere in literary and musical sources (see
below).
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For fifteenth- to early-seventeenth-century Italy (as I have pointed out elsewhere),41

the later classifications of “social” and “theatrical” dance are, for the most part, mean-
ingless.  More appropriate is an understanding of the context and the intention of each
dance: when they were danced, and where, why and by whom. Bassedanze, balli and
balletti were not merely “recreational” (that is, “social”) dances, as were, instead, the
fifteenth-century saltarello and the seventeenth-century Venetian “promenades”,42  with
no limit on the number of participants, no rehearsal and formal training necessary and,
usually, no specific music or performance place.  They were, instead, “composed” or
“art” dances, created by a specific dancing-master, in accordance with particular aes-
thetic principles, to be viewed, as well as performed, on private, informal occasions and
during great public festivities.

In the fifteenth century, however, there was a kind of dance which was reserved for
spectacles and entertainments.  This was the moresca, mimed and danced “tramezzi”
performed between banquet courses and acts of plays, and the forerunner of the
sixteenth-century intermedio.  Unfortunately, almost no dance-steps and very little mu-
sic survive for either of these genres, though brief accounts of moresche abound.43   The
descriptions, albeit succint, together with the occasional archival document, suggest
that many of the moresche and intermedi would have been interpreted in mime.  An
order for “four hands” of black German cloth for a costume, as well as 180 hawk bells,
is, to date, the sole testimony for a performance of “mimes” which took place in Naples
in 1473 for Eleonora of Aragon’s wedding.44   (One can only wonder what sort of dance
the “mimes” of the black cloth did.)  Negri’s Gratie d’amore has descriptions of four
allegorical intermedi, typical for the period, which were performed in 1599 between the
acts of the pastoral play Armenia (and which ended with his “Brando Alta Regina” for
four shepherds and four nymphs).45   What is significant about the moresche is that it was
in fifteenth-century Italy, during the flowering of the Renaissance (and not in sixteenth-
or seventeenth-century France, as dance historians continue to reiterate), that the ancient
Roman art of pantomime described by Lucian was first revied.46   Moreover, the roots of
Le Balet comique de la Reine,47  of early versions of masques (like Ben Jonson’s “The
Masque of Queens”)48  and of mock-battle dances (such as that performed for Henri II’s
entry into Lyons in 1548),49  are firmly planted in the Quattrocento moresche.50   This
tradition of mime and of expressivity in dance for spectacle which began in the fifteenth
century, continued in Italy right up through the nineteenth century.

Yet another source for dances, besides those included in the contemporary treatises,
and one which is particularly helpful in filling the gap created by the dearth of Italian
seventeenth-century choreographies, is the considerable body of music for dance com-
posed by musicians attached to courts or working for prominent personages.51   Together
with the popular gagliarda and the multi-partite balletto, is the ever-present, and clearly
fashionable, corrente, though the lack of any descriptions of how to perform the dance
(with the exception of Negri’s cursory and obscure attempt52 ) hardly gives that impres-
sion.  While some of these Seicento dance-music compositions were intended only for
the ear, others were definitely for the feet.53

Dance (and dance music) in spectacles and opera in seventeenth-century Italy is
finally beginning to be explored by scholars.54   As with the intermedi, there is little
choreographic or specific step information, though what has so far emerged is that there
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was a great deal of dance in, for example, Monteverdi, Venetian opera, and in Rome
under the Barberinis.  (It is significant that some of the music for this dancing in no way
resembles what we are used to think of as “dance music” – neither Italian nor French.)55

Besides the dances (lost or never written down) created by little- or un-known
dancing-masters, and those taught at dancing-schools, those for moresche, intermedi,
and operas, and those performed to composed music for dancing, there remains the still
unexplored area of traditional (“folk”) dances.  Images and chronicles confirm the popu-
larity of round dances (absent from the treatises but also used in bassedanze for nymphs
and queens of antiquity in allegorical moresche).56   The traditional dance that went on
for hours in country, town and court, was the saltarello, while its cousin, the piva, was
enjoyed by peasant and burgher alike.  Other names continue to turn up in fifteenth- to
seventeenth-century literary and musical sources, like: the matriciana (a version is still
danced today), the contadina (possibly related to Lambranzi’s “Contadineta”?57 ), the
martorella (which appears in some early sixteenth-century Sienese pastoral plays),58

and the calata.59   Even if there isn’t, and may never be, information on how these dances
were performed (“folk” dances were rarely written down in any country before the 1900s),
they help to provide a picture of dancing in an historical period that goes well beyond the
dances described in a few treatises.  Urban VIII’s physician, Giulio Mancini, dilettante,
connoisseur, collector, and author of a small treatise, “On the Origin and Nobility of
Dance” (circa 1620), refers to several, mostly Tuscan, “traditional” dances with which
he was familiar, probably from his youth in Siena.60

ARE MUSIC AND DANCE ALWAYS RELATED?
At a recent concert of “danced and masqued theatre” from Thailand, it struck me

how often the music was, apparently, at least, completely independent from the danced
and mimed emotions and action.  I was reminded of some Händel and seventeenth- and
early eighteenth-century French operas in which the dancing of monsters, furies, or winds,
was exactly the same (and to the same music) as that of entrées or generic dance types
(minuets, bourées, sarabandes) performed elsewhere in the same opera by princes and
heroes.  I began to wonder when, how and where (that is, in what cultures) music and
dance reflect (or first started to reflect) each other (or the text), in erms of affect or
temperament, and rhythm.  (Giovanni Ambrosio – né Guglielmo Ebreo – wrote in the
1470s that the good dancer had to portray the quality of particular instruments which, in
turn, played the same dance tune;61  and even earlier, in 1463, Guglielmo said that “when
the four voices are so composed as to be in perfect harmony...they move all the
senses...with the sweetest pleasure.  So that often those listening..find themselves com-
pelled by this sweetness and melody to perform some outward movement with their
bodies, expressing what they feel within”.62   Yet Monteverdi’s dance music for the Ballo
delle Ingrate is absolutely traditional Caroso-Negri style, with no connection whatso-
ever to the anguish expressed in the music before and after; though the same Monteverdi
composed two balli for “Movete al mio bel suon” (1637) which are unrecognizeable as
traditional “dance music”.

During the “Marriage of Music and Dance” conference, moderator Christopher Page
asked something like, “do music and dance always go, or need to go, together?”.63   Most
of the audience murmured assent or nodded their heads.  For me, on the other hand, it is
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always a delight to dance “against” the music, as in hemiola galliards; or when doing
three contrapassi to two bars of bassadanza or, more challenging, quadernaria music;
or when performing saltarello to music which alternates between 6/8 and 3/4.  Unex-
pected are the consistently uneven phrases (5, 7, 71/2, 9 and 11 bars, almost always in
the second part) in Salomone Rossi’s otherwise very danceable gagliarde.64

This leads to the question of the relationship between composed stylised dance-music
(Dowland’s pavans, Bach’s sarabandes, Sweelink’s elaborate settings) and the actual
choreographed dances.65   Even if the dance music was specifically “per camera” and not
“per ballare”, should it be automatically dismissed by the dancer today?66   Was there not
another, “abstract” way in which the composer “danced”?67   While thus far not a major
concern of dancers, this subject is of primary interest to musicologists like Rebecca
Harris-Warwick and Tim Crawford.

Finally, a brief look at which comes first, music or dance68  (or text, though not the
subject of this discussion).  Guglielmo Ebreo says that when composing a ballo, one
should first decide on the mode (or key) and invent the tenor or melody.69   It is also clear,
from a few dances by Guglielmo, Domenico, Caroso and Negri,70  as well as from those
early sixteenth-century dances which are concordant with contemporary popular songs
and frottole,71  that the dancing-masters did use, at least on some occasions, pre-existant
music to set their choreographies.  This order – music-dance – is reversed by Saint-Hubert
in 1640,72  as well as by the late sixteenth-century Gioco della Cieca, in which the “move-
ments and gestures” of the danced-game were planned first, the music being composed
in a second phase.73   (The text was added last.)  I am not convinced, from this example,
that the changing rhythms and lenghths of the musical phrases were a result of specific
dance steps.74   It seems to me that then, as now, choreographers could work either from
pre-composed music, or they could give the musician general (or, at times, particular75 )
elements of their choreography, such as metre and tempo, dance-type (if appropriate),
specific actions or affects to be reflected in the music, duration, repeats.  However, in
whatever way one interprets the author of the Gioco della Cieca, this is certainly an area
that deserves further research (as is being done by Jonathan Morgan who generously
shared some of his findings with me).76

DANCE HISTORY AND ITS SISTER DISCIPLINES
In recent years there has been a growing interest in dance history on the part of art

historians, musicologists, and social historians, which has meant including writings on
dance as source material for Renaissance, Baroque, Romantic and Pre-Romantic stud-
ies77  and invitations to participate in conferences and contribute to journals   These same
specialists have also quoted dance historians, even when, unfortunately, the latter’s state-
ments about early dance have been dubious.  Were the origins of the “Nizzarda” and
“Corrente” only French?78   Was Monteverdi’s Ballo delle Ingrate a “full-length
French-style ballet” reflecting “the influence of the French court ballet and Rinuccini’s
periodic sojourns in France”?79   Are the three Graces in Botticelli’s “Primavera” really
dancing Lorenzo de’ Medici’s “Venus”?80   As we shall see shortly, part of the problem
here is the persistence of an early dance historiography based on unquestioned and
re-cycled information.
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Despite their interest in dance, it is significant that few historians’ footnotes refer to
the work of either musicologists or dance historians.  One musicologist suggests that
this is in part because we forget how arcane our writings are, tending to write for our-
selves.81   What are aspects of early dance that might interest social and cultural histori-
ans or art historians?  The various analyses of dances (which I, for one, tend to find
repetitive)?  Dance analysis (like music analysis and attribution in art) has its place and
importance.  (It can be of value and interest to musicologists who, like Rebecca
Harris-Warrick, gain new insights into dance music.)  My concern is, are dance history
scholars and conferences devoting too much time to this aspect of early dance?82

Why is it that musicologists have been, and still are, responsible for the discovery of
most of the “new” documents and sources in Renaissance and Baroque dance?  Part of
the problem is certainly the lack of degree programmes available for students interested
in Early Dance, and those universities that have programmes in dance history usually do
not have the same sort of requirements as do the departments of musicology, history, art
history, or even dance ethnology, where, for example, two foreign languages are often
considered a prerequisite for archival research or field work.  (Indeed, I know of four
students, “mature” and not, who are seeking doctorates related to late sixteenth-century
Italian dance in the departments of History, English, and Italian Literature.)  What kind
of research are early-dance historians engaging in?  How much is based on un-checked
or even questionable secondary sources?  Is there enough new research?  Is the standard
of scholarship on a par with that of our sister disciplines?  A little more than ten years
ago, a conference on Guglielmo Ebreo took place in Pesaro.  It was a very exciting
occasion.  My proposal last year for an interdisciplinary conference on “Domenico da
Piacenza – his times and art”, to be held at Harvard University’s Berenson “Villa I Tatti”
in Florence, has encountered difficulty in finding, “not social historians, musicologists,
art and theatre historians, or iconographers, but dance historians who have engaged in
new research in the last ten or fifteen years”.83

I have noticed, furthermore, that many dance historians are hermetic, tending to
limit themselves to their own specific field, working in a vacuum.  Much, instead, can
be learned from colleagues in cultural history, dance ethnology and anthropology,84

musicology, and art history about particular periods, contexts, scholarly trends and meth-
odologies.  Can one be an expert focusing only on the dance of one’s period?

In their research, dance historians (myself included) must also be careful, when reading
contemporary accounts of festivities, not to lift the dance out of its historical, cultural,
socio-economic and political contexts, thereby distorting its importance.  This has been
done, for example, with “the ballet” Hercules and the Centaurs, performed during a
banquet for Eleonora of Aragon on her way to her spouse Ercole (Hercules) d’Este.85   In
point of fact, the ballo is reported by Eleonora (former pupil of Guglielmo Ebreo), and
by chroniclers, in only a few lines, whereas the meticulous descriptions of the magnifi-
cent and costly banquet with its many courses nd splendid decorations comprises sev-
eral pages.

EARLY DANCE HISTORIOGRAPHY IN RESEARCH AND PERFORMANCE
I began catching myself repeating certain “basic truths” relative to early dance while

working on ornamented versions of three Quattrocento dance hits.  These balli, the work
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of a notary from the independent city-state of Montefiascone (not far from Rome), de-
molished with one blow the accepted dogmas – laid down and perpetuated by dance
historians and musicologists – that the fifteenth-century dances came from Lombardy,
were reserved for the court or the nobility, and were rather simple from a technical point
of view.86   Questioning both myself (how do I know?) and familiar clichés (why?),
resulted in articles in Dance Research87  and Dance Chronicle88  in which I attempted to
deal with such concepts – at least as regards Italy – as “court dance” (many cities in Italy
were republics and had no court); “baroque dance” (intended as French-style seven-
teenth- and eighteenth-century dance, inferring that there was no dance in Bernini’s
Italy); “Renaissance dance” (often used to denote the Caroso-Negri style, circa 1600:
the Renaissance period in England and northern Europe, but long since past in Italy);89

the popularity and importance of dance in the Quattrocento and the high esteem in which
dancing-masters were held (for the most part not confirmed by salaries, or by accounts
of festivities – especially when the dance is seen in the context of the entire descrip-
tion);90  as well as other indiscriminately perpetuated maxims, like: the Balet Comique
de la Reine was “the first ballet”, and Monteverdi’s operas were born from the French
court-ballets, neither of which takes into account the Italian antecedents of moresche,
mascherate and intermedi.  More recently I have also begun questioning the very dance
iconography which, in the past, I used to illustrate fifteenth-century steps and dances,
inasmuch as some of the images are fakes or nineteenth-century re-makes (like the
so-called “Adimari cassone”), or are based on artistic conventions.91

I believe we must re-examine our own historiography, though even an historically
incorrect transmitted myth has its historic significance.  Inherited views, such as the
weighty historiographical tradition concerning Philip II – so difficult to throw off – must,
instead, be questioned.  Princes, like Philip, created their own images which continue to
be more pervasive than any articles in musicological journals!  Therefore, if at a specific
time and place, music (and dance) were considered essential attributes for a King, can
we affirm today that a particular monarch truly loved dancing, or are we left wondering
if this interest was, instead, part of the image and the (historically significant) myth.92

Is there something positive we can do besides simply deconstructing the old
historiography?  I believe there is.  We can look for new evidence and connections, as is
being done in musicology where the latest publications (like Papal Music and Musi-
cians in Medieval and Renaissance Rome and Rethinking Music) are about “New dis-
coveries which force a radical re-evaluation”,93  or “examine music history and cultural
histories of music”,94  and “provide an up-to-date account of the social contexts in which
people create, perform, perceive...and react to music”.95   A new area of inquiry might be
the relationship between, and comparison of, French and Italian dance (and dancers),
from the fifteenth-century moresche, the sixteenth-century intermedi, the seventeenth-
century Commedia dell’arte, the early eighteenth-century Italian grotesque dancers (de-
scribed by John Weaver as “inimitable modern mimes” next to whom “the French could
never come”),96  right up through pre-classic ballet.  What, for instance, causd artists,
actors, choreographers, singers to leave Rome in the 1670s and turn to Paris?  Why did
the French like Italian seventeenth-century opera, but not their dances?  What part did
mime play in Italian (French) dance?  Does the concept of “art” and “popular” music
apply to Italian dance?  What and where did the bourgeiosie dance in the Renaissance?97
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Yet another question, raised by Selma Jeanne Cohen, is when and why was more empha-
sis put on virtuosity in the dance, than on expression?98   And, finally (for the moment, at
least), is there documented evidence that Italian dances and style were in vogue in Eliza-
beth’s England?

The same sort of historiography present in much early-dance research continues to
permeate early-dance performance.  For decades after the ground-breaking work of Mabel
Dolmetsch and Karl-Heinz Taubert, dance groups simply repeated the findings of these
pioneers. More recently, reconstructors have gone back to original sources and ques-
tioned the assumptions of earlier interpretations so that, for example, the reading of
pendulum swings on the part of musicologists has influenced the performance tempi of
many French baroque dances.99   Some groups, however, continue to practice an “early”
early-dance style, becoming attached to one way of doing things, and fighting change
with such claims as “It doesn’t feel right” (on, one wonders, a twentieth-century, or
sixteenth-century body?).  Howard Mayer Brown has pointed out that, “The luxury of
alternative possibilites and endless debate is clearly not one that can be enjoyed by a
performer, who needs to know what he must do at a particular performance, and who
also seems to need the psychological protection of actually believing in what he is
doing...To a good scholar [however], no question can ever be closed.  All our most
cherished notions should always remain open for discussion, debate, and correction.”100

Hence, though decisions have to be made by performers, the doors must be left open by
researchers, by reconstructors, and by teachers of early dance.

ADVANTAGES AND DISADVANTAGES FOR THE PERFORMER-SCHOLAR
Most early-dance scholars began as performers and “fell into” research.  Those schol-

ars who have not performed or “danced out” reconstructions are limited when writing
about choreographies.  On the other hand, performers who start writing about dance are
often unable to deal with anything other than choreographies.  The problem, as I see it
(and I again refer back to conferences like the recent meeting in New York of the Society
of Dance History Scholars), is that, while of interest and value to reconstructors, to
teachers of dance history, and to some musicologists, early dance research presentations
tend, for the most part, to be about analysis, interpretation, and reconstruction, and not
dance history.101   An outstanding exception is Sandra Hammond, whose expertise is
pre-Romantic ballet.  She believes very strongly that her scholarly – historical – writing
is a direct outgrowth of her dancing.

Michael Baxandall, art historian and author of Painting and Experience in Fifteenth
Century Italy (which correlates Guglielmo Ebreo’s aesthetic principles with contempo-
rary artistic tenets),102  complimented me on my Guglielmo book.  Going against the old
dichotomy which separates “art and science” (i.e., the university and scholarship) from
“practice” (the conservatory and concert hall),103  he told me, “You can write about it
because you’ve done it”.

While it is clearly an advantage to be able to reconstruct and execute the dances of
an historic period, or of a particular dancing-master, I believe that we need to develop
more historians who go beyond choreographic and performance analysis, and who use
and search out primary source materials.
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WHO SHOULD PERFORM?  DO WE NEED STANDARDS?
It is certainly not sufficient to simply read through early choreographies, handle old

dance-notation manuscripts, or peruse facsimile editions of treatises.  These dances must
be performed or they stay on the fading pages to be enjoyed by the very few.  s we well
know, the dances of a specific era and country help to make that moment in history come
alive and take on another dimension.  I am concerned, however, about the standard of
public performances of early dance.  Are we giving both uninitiated and specialized
audiences the best and most authentic picture of period dances as possible?

Professional musicians who would not tolerate having a beginning pianist play in
public (for – or not – a paying audience) do not hesitate to organize, and perform in,
early dance concerts, though they are far from being advanced amateurs.  A low level
performance gives an audience – knowledgeable or not in music or dance of the time –
an unfair picture.  I am not suggesting that all amateur performances are poor and that all
professional ones have no faults.  Audiences have criticized well-known companies for
under-rehearsed performances, for not using live music, as well as for the dancers’ lack
of warmth or expressivity.  According to Shirley Wynne, choreographer and specialist in
baroque dance, only early dance scholars and performers can be – and must be – critics
of early dance performances, not only because neither music nor dance critics are quali-
fied, but because it signifies a commitment and responsibility towards their (our) field.
If something doesn’t “work” in a performance, Wynne cautions, or you don’t “like it”,
you must ask yourself, why.104   (Analysing why something doesn’t work, and asking
oneself, “how would I do it”, can be sobering, particularly when one has no ready an-
swer; and it may well result in new ideas.)

Returning to the problem of who should perform, some questions to consider might
be: Why do amateurs want to perform?  Are there particular venues which are more
suitable for amateur performances?105   What repertoire is used? Why?  People of all
ages should of course have the opportunity to dance for their own enjoyment.  But I do
wonder at performances of the same dances, mostly Arbeau, executed in the same old
way, according to someone else’s instructions.  I also wonder about dance parties with
forty or one hundred people dancing Italian dances meant for one couple and mixing
these art dances with for-as-many-as-will or country dances, with little or no difference
in style; and mixing dances from Italy, from France and from England, and from both the
fifteenth and the sixteenth centuries.  Continuing the questions: Is suitable music used in
performance?  Is it well played?  With appropriate instruments (especially regarding
fifteenth- and sixteenth-century Italian dance music)?  Are the tempi correct?  What is
given the most important place in the preparation of a performance: a careful recon-
struction? the music? the costumes?  (Are the costumes so rich and handsome that they
take attention away from the dances and the music?)  What impact – positive or negative
– have these amateur performances on the field of early dance?  Are people inspired or
turned off by these performances?  Why?  Whom are we attracting to early dance?
(What age range?)  Do musicologists and historians get a correct idea of what the dances
are about?  Do modern dancers? and those colleagues specialized in the nineteenth and
twentieth centuries who often belittle our work?

Does early dance performance need revitalizing?  Should we be considering new
possibilities, such as attempting (as some of you have done with masques106 ) to recon-
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struct moresche and intermedi (in mime?), and tackling balli in sixteenth- and
seventeenth-century musical entertainments and operas.  Should we experiment more,
and be more daring in the field of performance (while, at the same time, not losing
contact in our explorative work with scholarly findings from treatises – dance and oth-
ers, chronicles, iconography, and so on)?  And what about working with modern dancers
and choreographers, using early-dance steps, figures, and music as the basis of improvi-
sations?107   A collaboration would undoubtedly be profitable for all.

**********

By way of conclusion, I would like to point out how in Italy new techniques for
fresco restoration continue to be invented and put into practice.  However, once a fresco
has been restored in a particular way (as those by Piero della Francesca in Arezzo were
forty years ago), nothing can be done to change it with new, more “correct” techniques.
How fortunate we are in our field of Early Dance, where we can continue to change our
reconstructions according to new viewpoints and new evidence.108
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